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Nor

shall

Thy

spreading

gospel rest
Till

thro'

the

world Thy

truth has run;
Till Christ has all the nations blessed
That see the light, or feel
the sun.
—Watts.

World Relief
(See page seven)
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" S e e - T h e Man Of Sorrows"
Edwin Raymond

I

Anderson

N T H E Book of Lamentations there is a reality. We alas! have quite gotten "used
remarkable prophetic picture of the to" the sight of lost sinners, and have beComing One Who would be identified as come perilously accustomed to their sor"The Man of Sorrows" because of the sin ry sinning. A good deal of evangelism
and the stain and the curse which sin has has fizzled away into pious evaporation.
spun across this sorry sphere. It puts a And for that we need the recovery of the
searching word into the lips of Him Who lost note of realism!
Sin is still sin
is to come . . . "Behold and see itf there although it be trimmed with scientific and
be any sorrow like unto my sorrow which humanistic lacing; eternity cannot be shufis done unto me" (Lamentations 1:12). fled away in the profundity of modern
There in the searching view of the Sin catch-cans and cure-alls. Souls are still
Bearer, is the revelation of the depths of
lost without Christ even if we have lost
the defilements drawn by sin, leading us sight of their souls and have departmentalto the realization that, the best way in ised the Lord into our private doctrinal
which to grasp a view of what sin really, crannies; and nothing can forgive nor foris and what sin really strikes out to do, is get the grim reality of hell. And we shall
to get alone and apart with this view of the be brought suddenly short and to our
Sin Bearer. And here will be the view stunned spiritual senses by one long
whilch will slap across the deeps of our honest look at Him Who for all of this,
heart, and bring forth the tears of adoring bore the mark and the mantle of . . . Man
praise and worship. "Which is done unto of sorrows".
M e " . . . ah! but that takes in the whole,
"Which is done unto Me" . . . well, there
bitter picture, along the lonely way mark- are the intrigues and insults and innued by crushing Calvary. Together with endos of those who discount Him at every
Paul may we hush our voices and humble turn of the way. Their taunts bring His
our hearts before HIM in the praise of, tears. He weeps for their wickedness. He
"The Son of God Who loved me and gave is hurt by their haughtiness and cut by
Himself for me". It was for us . . . the all iheir cruelties and criticisms. And for
and the whole of it. We deserved naught them . . . for us . . . He bore it all, willsave the ruin and the condemnation . . . ingly, without murmur, even to the unutand instead we find all of the concern and terable darkness of, "My God My God
the compassion and the care of this why hast Thou forsaken M e ? " Oh! for
Matchless One, even to the laying out of
the deeper burning of that picture of this
His own precious Person with strong cry- Blessed Man of Calvary as the Man of
ing and tears in the touching figure of
sorrows, to sober our hearts, to rid us of
. . . "Man of sorrows"
all levity, and superficiality, to warm our
Well, beloved, that ought to hush and work, to search and to sear across our
to humble our hearts in more ways than spiirits, to deliver us from so much of our
one. It strips the mask from sin and leads pitiful "fundamentalistic fearlessness", our
us to plunge the more earnestly into the rigid Tightness, our cold correctness and
work of snatching many as precious the awful manner in which those very
brands from th?: burning. It is to be facts which are meant to fire have instead
feared that, in many ways, we have been failed and frozen!
in and around this world for so long that
"The bitter sorrow that he bore,
the perils have taken wings and flown
And oh, the crown of thorns He wore
away into some dim land of hazy unThat 1 might live forevermofe,
Is more than tongue can tell"
Well,, tongue can never tell it. But
The Greatest Sin
Christian living is much more than trilling
The greatest sin is in rejecting Jesus tongue! It is living fire which kindles
the spirit, enflames the heart and melts
Christ as Personal Saviour.
1. It ignores the majesty and authority of the whole of living into one grand, practical doxology unto His praise.
God.
2. It ignores the suffering and death of
And then I have the feeling that many of
Jesus for us.
the saints, by their woeful way and weak
3. It ignores the offer of change of heart witness, somehow add to the tears, the
grief and the wounding of the Man of
and pardon.
4. It ignores the offer of Heaven and sorrows. He suffered for us on Calvary,
that sinners might become saints. But bewarning of Hell.
loved, is there no suffering now upon His
It leads others to do likewise.

part, when so many of the saints have become so sinful in the narrowness and
smallness and selfishness of their ways?
There is no sorrow like unto the sorrow
of .the Man of sorrows Who, by pretext or
piousness, is excused and eliminated from
the prime, central place in the heart and
life of those for whom He suffered so,
and bled unto death. "Behold I stand at
the door and knock", said the Man of sorrows in a word addressed to a church.
And for the "church many", the knuckles
of that Blessed One must be worn nigh
thin with the long vigil of neglected, forgotten grace.
And beloved, we but add to that sorrow
if we take this merely as words put on
paper to be lightly read in passing moment. That Blessed One has a sorrow for
sinners and He has His own peculiar sorrow for saints who slip and slide into sinning. And how deep that latter wounding
is can never be known. But at least, there
is the witness within our hearts of a Holy
Spirit so deeply hurt and grieved and
quenched and stifled.
Waterbury,
Conn.
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Biblical Literacy

Editorial
THE BLESSING OF THE NATIONAL HOLINESS
ASSOCIATION CONVENTION

W

E JOIN with Christian leaders all over
our land in thanking God for continuing to visit America with a good measure of revival spirit during the past year.
It seems to me this is one of the great
blessings of a National Holiness Association Convention; namely, the uniting and
stirring of Christian leaders to visualize
their privileges and responsibilities in
preaching the full gospel and promoting
revivals in our local churches and through
united efforts.
Furthermore, it is a means of emphasizing and disseminating one of the greatest
themes in the Bible—Holiness. Holiness
in the final analysis is WHOLENESS. It is
the work of divine grace whereby man is
made whole. It removes the sin principle
that causes one to be abnormal and furnishes an adequate dynamic for victorious
Christian living. The Apostle Paul's
prayer for the Thessalonians was "The
very God of peace sanctify you wholly"—
spirit, soul and body. This is God's ideal
for every believer.
Then again, it is this type of holiness
that is needed here on earth to bring a

lasting peace and is the only hope of
heaven in the world to come. "Follow
peace with all men, and holiness, without
which no man shall see the Lord."
Oh, how much the world needs holiness!
How will they ever get it unless the holiness people live it and preach it. Let us
pray much for this great convention that
God through this means may stimulate
evangelists and pastors to be more zealous
in spreading Scriptural Holiness.
—J. F. L.
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Satan's Temptations
A well known man once had a remarkable dream. He dreamed that Satan approached him with a scroll, broad and
long, and closely written, which he proceeded to unroll before Luther's eyes, and
bade him read thereiw. Luther did so, and
perceived that it contained the record of
h i s sins. In vain he sought to find one
sin recorded there of which he had not
been guilty ;so far from doing so. it rather
brought back the recollection of many a
long-forgotten one. When he had thoroughly scanned the scroll, he asked of Satan,
"Is that a l l ? " "Nay," replied Satan, "Then
let me." saiid Luther "see them all." And
Satan departed, and shortly returned with
another scroll equally broad and long;
and again Luther scanned the damning evidence of his guilt. Satisfied at length with
the correctness of the record, he again
asked of Satan, 'And is that a l l ? " " Y e a "
replied Satan, "it is all." "Then," said
Luther, "take, my pen, and write in red
across the scrolls, 'The Blood of Jesus
Christ, God's Son, cleanseth me from all
sin."—The Prairie Overcomer.
Scandal is the shortest distance between
two evil minds.

A Prayer
Blessed mighty Holy Ghost,
Fill me to the uttermost;
Let my life Thy channel be,
Just a channel, Lord, for Thee
Through me all Thy fullness pour.
Give me ever more and more.
Blessed, mighty Holy Ghost,
Fill me to the uttermost;
Be it unto me, 0 Lord,
Now according lo Thy word,
Let the life of Jesus be,
Ever filling, even me.
Blessed, mighty Holy Ghost,
Fill me to the uttermost;
Cleansed and holy, pure and clean,
Let the life of Christ be seen,
Hold o'er me Thy gracious sway,
Every hour of every day.

Writing in Christian Century (9-13-50)
R. F. West tells of a recent Biblical litel
racy test given in an American college
(not named) in which 83 students were
given a questionnaire. Here are some of
the results:
Seventy could not name the four Gospels. Three could name the first-written
Gospel. Three could name a book of the
Bible which contains the Lord's Prayer,
but eight suggested the Psalms. Seventyfour of the students could not describe or
suggest what Jesus stressed as the two
greatest commandments.
Sixty-eight were nurtured in Protestant
homes and churches, 11 were Roman Catholics and one was Greek Orthodox. Only
four of the 83 were freshmen. Therefore
the test discloses something of the factual
knowledge which the students had obtained from their homes, churches, public and
parochial schools and from at least one
year of college study.
Seventy had no idea about how many
books the Bible contains, although seven
students knew the number of books in the
Old Testament and nine knew the number
in the New Testament. Only two students
had any notion as to the meaning of the
words "Bible" and "Testament." Fiftythree did not know in what language the
New Testament was written, and 37 were
amiss in regard to the original language
of most of the Old Testament. Thirtyfour thought that the Beatitudes were in
the Old Testament and 23 thought they
were in the writings of the Apostle P a u l .
Thirty-five thought that the book of Job is
in the New Testament. Twenty-nine did
not know that Genesis is the first book in
the Bible, and many named Job, Jeremiah,
Proverbs or Ecclesiastes as the last book
in the Bible.
Both Jewish and early Christian history
hardly registered in the minds of the entire group of 83 students. For example,
52 could not identify the "so-called forrunner of Jesus." although several of them
tried Moses or Buddha. Only nine could
name as many as three kings of Israel, but
Abraham and Herod were frequently suggested. And only a few could name as
many as one Old Testament propbet, yet
manv listed Solomon and David. Not one
could even vaguelv say what the Hebrew
word for "prophet" means.
—Prophecy Monthly.

"Greatest Discovery"
Blessed, mighty Holy Ghost,
Fill me to the uttermost;
For Thy love, Thy light, Thy
Just a channel hour by hour,
Till my Saviour's Face I sec.
Fill me, Lord, fill even me.

power,

Sel.

Lord Kelvin was once asked by a pompous voung would-be scientist which one
of all his discoveries he considered to be
the most valuable. The unexpected reply
was:
"I think that to me the most valuable was when I discovered my Saviour in
Jesus Christ."
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A More
Excellent
Way
Dr. Myron F. Boyd
AS your life lost its "zip"? Are you discouraged with yourself? Are you
downhearted and despondent? Are you
putting on a bold front, trying to cover
up weaknesses by pretending to be someone you never can be? Are you always
getting tangled up with people with whom
you cannot agree? Do you say and do
things you wish afterwards you had never
said or done? Are you bothered with an
inferiority complex? Do you wish over
and over again that you had more courage
to take your place in society and the
church as others do?
I am here with a message for you. If
you are truly honest with yourself and
really want help, maybe this message will
help you. Our trouble in most cases is
not that we do not have the ability to be
happy, influential men and women—our
trouble generally is that we do not have
the courage to face the facts and do something about them. In five minutes you
may receive clear help if you will study
carefully with me just now.
A lady called me on the phone one day.
Immediately she proceeded to inform me
that no one in the world cared for her
whatsoever. Before we finished our conversation she admitted that perhaps God
loved her, and that her parents and a few
friends and neighbors cared for her. Then,
too, she decided that most of the church
people, including the pastor, were kind
and helpful. I discovered that she had
never shaken hands with anyone in her
life of her own accord. There were times
when she would go way out of her way to
get out of talking to or shaking hands with
church members, neighbors, and friends.
When I talked to her quite plainly about
her attitude, she came right back with,
"Well, I don't care; I juslt can't be any
different anyway, so I am going to give
up and admit that I am a failure." That
lady could have a thousand friends if she
wanted them. If she worked as hard to
make friends as she does to keep from
having them, she would have friends everywhere'she turned.

H

One prominent physicist said, "There
is enough atomic energy in the body of
man to destroy the city of New York." If

there is enough force in any one of us to
blow up the largest city in the world, then
I know it is possible to live a life of outstanding victory if we will put all that
power to work in the right direction. None
of us has to yield to the desires of the
flesh, to the influences of an evil world,
nor to the hellish powers of the devil. We
are not defeated by actual uncontrollable
circumstances nearly so much as we are
b y false attitudes and misgivings which
we harbor in our minds. Never admit that
any enemy or circumstance has you down.
Put all you have into the battle, then get
all of Cod in your heart to help you, and
you are bound to win.
Some people bothered with an inferiority
complex often try to compensate by putting on a bold front. They over-assert
themselves. Such people often strut, speak
too loudly and emphatically, and go to
the extreme in the use of make-up and
jewelry. Instead of helping us, such tactics
hinder us. Let us be ourselves) plus God.
There is always victory in humility, tenderness, gentleness, patience, and joyfulness.
Some people with ability like to be
begged and coaxed. It seems to take
flattery to get them to be active in the
work of the church. Such people will
sometimes say, "I'm sorry, but I can't
sing, I can't speak, I am no good at that."
when really all they want is to be told
that they are very good along that line.
There is a better way for Christians to
take.
Some o t h e r s are stubborn, selfish.

jealous, et cetera, and must be babied to
keep peace in the church. Some people
always assume that they are being persecuted when someone disagrees with them
over some insignificant point. Some people think they are being mistreated unless
they are given the most prominent place
in the church. There is a "more excellent
way."
Carnality produces high tension. Many
people have died much earlier than necessary because they lived on "Tension"
street. For many people life is a constant
and unrelieved strain. No wonder people
are dying of high blood pressure and other
hypertension afflictions such as angina
pectoris.
To enjoy the "more excellent way" in
life, some things are essential. Included
among the essentials are poise, peace, joy,
happiness, contentment, stability, and influence. Calmness and quietness of mind
are requisites. Faith cannot be by-passed
if we want to live abundantly.
One cannot be calm and happy when he
is at civil war with himself. It is not the
other fellow's fault nearly as often as we
think it is. When everything seems to go
wrong and no one does what he should do
as he should one can generally figure the
trouble is with himself.
There are people who need the care of
a good physician. Others could be helped
by a good psychiatrist. Most of us, however, need' a thorough job done in our
hearts by almighty God. When men turn
from sin, believe in the almighty power
of the eternal God, live right in their relationships with their fellow men, and
maintain pure hearts and minds, they have
no reason for being upset, disturbed,
afraid, and unhappy.
To be thoroughly happy one must enjoy
living; to enjoy living one must enjoy
himself; to enjoy himself one must be
free from all inner tensions which would
pull and tear the soul. A man may relax
his body by willful planning; he may
rest his mind at times by a strong use of
his imagination; but one can never rest a
sinful soul except through faith in and
right relationships toward God.
Face to face with the facts of a great
Creator, a divine Saviour, and an eternal
Judge,, one will naturally be tense—very
tense—unless his guilt and condemnation
have been removed by an act of God. We
need not be afraid to come to God with
all our sin, sinful nature, bad influence,
and fallen nature. God invites us all to
come. He is not willing that any should
perish. His invitation is, "Whosoever
will."
We need the very source of our
thoughts, desires, ambitions, and will purified. Our desires and thoughts have a way
of cutting a deep channel through our
consciousness. Through such channels we
(Continued on page six)
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HIS practice of rationalizing almost
everything we do not wish to face has
become the great sin of the twentieth century Church. It means to adapt everything
to reason and do away with the supernatural, miraculous, or the divine. We
listened on one occasion to a professor
rationalize on the plagues of Egypt. He
informed us that there are places in the
Red Sea so shallow that if the wind blows
in the same direction for a few days the
water is no more than three or four inches
deep and men have waded across it even
since that time. And that is how the children of Israel crossed.
The waters were not literally turned into
blood but due to the unique sunsets at
that particular hour of the day it made
the water look like blood. My dear fellow
Christians, we may not go to> this extreme
in disposing of the miraculous, but we
may even unconsciously indulge in human
reasoning, ignoring God's Word until our
convictions are evaporated. It has been
well said that the great weakness of the
Protestant Church is that she does not
protest any more in important matters as
long as the end justifies the means. One
time it was a sin to gamble, now bingo
parties are common methods of raising
church funds.
Perhaps this vicious habit is most noticeable in the Church's attitude toward war.
We talk' about circumstances and consequences nationally and internationally and
side-step the plain teaching of God's Work
just as though it never said a word about
it. If the present delicate situation turns
into a global war, a supreme effort will be
made to make it a holy war. More than
on any former occasion, with Christianity
arrayed against Communism, Christians
will be urged to fight with any means to
preserve Christianity.

Ra tiona liza Hon
Versus

Spiritual Conviction
E. J.
The closing message of Roxbury

A great man has said that to have a
conviction is to be the convict of an idea.
If we hold convictions they will hold us.
Young men said during the war, "I applied for a CO classification but my draft
board refused me and I had to go into the
army." That attitude makes the draft
board final authority, but remember God's
Word is final authority on this as well as
other matters of human relations. If war
is wrong (and most people down in their

Peace Conference

hearts admit it is) then as a conscientious
Christian, I must take joyfully the spoiling of my goods even 'to the loss of my
life rather than participate in wrong
doings. This attitude on the part of the
early Church helped to make them the
force for evangelism that they were.
It is true there are many good Christians who have not been as clearly taught
on this matter as you and I have been
who are in attendance at this Conference.
If they had had the benefits of such a
conviction as this they would have received
light and would have been glad to walk in
it. But alas! what about those who have
grown up with this great legacy of truth
and are now making a desperate effort to
think it away and follow the crowd1?
It seems pathetic as you listen to people
indulge in extremes for the purpose of
ridicule on the doctrine of nonresistance.
They say that disciplining their children
or internal policing are just different
forms of violence which are necessary. If
people will follow the plain teaching of
God's Word, they will find that Christian
parents are commanded to exercise effec-

We heard a philosopher say that if
Jesus knew that the people responsible for
his suffering and crucifixion would later
be punished, how could he as a loving
Saviour permit it to happen. Men indulge
in such philosophical reasoning and simply
ignore the plain teachings of the Master
such as, "If any man smite thee on the
right check turn to him the other also."
It is our humble opinion that the terrific
pressure of public opinion and the innate
desire to please the masses is responsible
for this sinful trend.

?!
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Swalm
held in July of 1950.

tive disciplining. And, the powers that be
are ordained to punish evil doers. But in
no case are they to shed human blood in
doing so. In fact, even the decalogue
teaches us that no human being has the
prerogative to kill his fellow man under
any circumstances. That some of God's
people did it in the past was due to the
hardness of their heart and in their desperate disobedience, God permitted it as
He did divorce, and granting them a king
which definitely were not His best for
them. May we never forget that the entire
Old Testament served as a progressive
revelation of truth that reaches its fruition
in the teachings of Jesus. The prerogative
to give life and to take life is God's alone.
It seems evident that much of this loose
thinking has come to us because of the
tolerance of the government under which
we live. For hundreds of years we in
America have not had to suffer for our
faith. This tolerance has developed an
anemic condition in our belief. That's why
our statistics in the late war, referred to
yesterday, are so disappointing. We must
always beware of religious tolerance. We
pray for it and it is very comfortable, but
it has been very damaging to the Christian
Church in the years of her pilgrimage.
In keeping our witness clear against this
awful crime of war, we must refuse participation in this killing business, combatant or noncombatant. We must place
ourselves against any form of compromise
and teach our young people clearly on this
vital doctrine.
Let us look at noncombatant service
fairly and dispassionately. We are told
that in modern warfare the actual killing
is done by only five per cent of all soldiers
in the army. Thus ninety-five per cent are
in reality noncombatant whether conscientious or otherwise. It takes ninetyfive men out of one hundred to make it
possible for five men to be the killers.
Officers of the Air Force told me that for
every man in the air, they had ten in the
ground crew to support them. Do we not
all know that even the law of our land
makes all accessories to any crime equally
responsible?
(Continued1 on page nine)
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The Fragrance Of
My Church
C. R.
PART

The Fragrance of Unctionized
and Preaching

Heisey
II

Praying

VERY one believes that true prayer is
the sincere approach of a finite individual into the presence of Deity, and that
true preaching is the veritable message of
God through a human personality to men
and women. In the Brethren in Christ
Churches, east and west and north and
south, both pastor and people know how
to pray. Emphasis is not given to the
beauty of expression or to an eloquent
flow of language, although not infrequently do the prayers reach a high plane of
such beauty and eloquence. But the real
emphasis is given to glorious privilege of
finite minds entering into true worship
through the miracle of true prayer. The
fragrance of participating in such worship
is equaled only by the fragrance which
accompanies unctionized preaching. To
hear a messenger of the Lord declare the gathering round the family altar for praywhole counsel of God under the leadership erful thanksgiving and intercession.
and inspiration of the Holy Spirit is a
The Fragrance of Joy-Full
Witnessing
great privilege. The minister may not use
Akin to the personal joy of sins fornotes. He feels, and his hearers also feel given is the joy of sharing this glorious
that he has a message direct from God. He experience with others. It was this "joy
has the glorious privilege of speaking "in set before Him" that enabled our Lord
Christ's stead." This is the true grandeur and Master to "endure the Cross and dewhich is desired in the Church of Jesus spise the shame." As He was in the World
Christ. The church buildings may be so He sends us into the world that "the
simple in their architecture. The entire world may believe" and "know" of His
worship program may be characterized by great love. In this, every member of the
simplicity and, perhaps, the commonplace. church has the privilege of participating.
But when God is. present — when God Whether it be personal witnessing by daily
speaks—and when pastor and people yield life and testimony, whether it be by ordito the presence and leadership of the Holy nation to special service, at home, in the
Spirit, there is an inner glory, beauty, and Church, in the city, in out of the way
grandeur not to be compared with any
places or, whether it be in some foreign
material ornateness or grandeur.
land where Christ is not known: each has
the open door which no man can shut
The Fragrance of Home Religion
Since true religion is individual and vouchsafed to Him in the bequest of our
since growth in grace is individual, it is Lord. This thought is included in His
obvious that a large place should be given promise, "My joy I give unto you that
to religious activities and piety in the your joy may be full." "Joy Full Service"
home of Christian believers. The necessity is open to all in the Church of which we
of this has been emphasized by the Breth- are a part.
And thus ends my tribute to the fragren in Christ church throughout the decades. It is imperative that the flame of rance of the Church of my choice—The
true consecration and Christian loyalty Brethren in Christ Church. Surely my
burn on the altars in the homes. The Church has weaknesses. I realize, too, it
fragrance of my Church is far-reaching in is one of the smaller denominations. I
its emphasis upon home religion. In this realize there are many denominations
connection a real appetite is created for which are larger, richer, and perhaps more
the reading of God's Word, for secret varied in their ministry. But I am glad to
prayer, for the early Christian training be identified with a denomination which is
of children in the home, and for the daily known primarily for its emphasis upon

E

simplicity, individual freedom, spiritual
life, hospitality, evangelism, and glorious,
victorious, everyday religion. — Adapted
from The Fragrance of My Church by C,
Hbyt Watson. C. R. H., Upland, Calif.
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A More Excellent W a y
(Continued from page four)
often drain out the very energy, peace,
and poise which we need to build a strong
physical, mental, and spiritual life. The
blood of Christ can cleanse our hearts and
make us "whiter than snow."
Edwin Markham once said, "At the
heart of the cyclone tearing the sky is a
place of central calm." As a cyclone derives its power from a calm center, so
does man. Out of a clean and calm soul
comes driving energy. Power to live triumphantly comes from a heart relaxed in
the presence and will of God1. "For as he
(man) thinketh in his heart, so is he"
(Prov. 2 3 : 7 ) .
The "more excellent way" is a life of
victory above self, the world, and the
devil. That life is found through confession, obedience, and faith. God creates the
heart which makes us calm and pure and
holy. Such a life bears influence for God
and righteousness. Christians who are the
"salt of the earth" and the "light of the
world" have found the "more excellent
way."—Seattle, Washington.
(A radio message,
Free Methodist.")

selected

from

"The

Prayer Does This and More!
Dr. Hyslop, speaking before the British
Medical Association, once said: "The best
medicine which my practice has discovered
is prayer. The exercise of prayer in those
who habitually practice it must be regarded as the most adequate and normal of all
the pacifiers of the mind and calmers of
the nerves.
"As one whose whole life has been concerned with the sufferings of the mind, I
would state that of all the hygienic measures to counteract disturbed sleep, depression of spirit, and all the miserable sequels of a distressed mind, I would undoubtedly give the first place to the simple
habit of prayer.
"It is of the highest importance, merely
from a physical point of view, to teach
children to hold daily communion with
God. Such a habit does more to quiet the
spirit and strengthen the soul to overcome
mere incidental emotionalism than any
other therapeutic agency known to me."
—The Torch Bearer.
God makes a promise. Faith believes it.
Hope anticipates it. Patience awaits it.
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OSSIBLY the practice that yields biggest
intangible returns at MCC Vienna is
our daily devotions period. At 8:30 each
morning, after the help is all here, everyone comes to the office where we "read
'round" a chapter in the Bible, ask and
answer questions, and close with prayer.
Sometimes the general discussions become
so interesting that they have to be cut short
in order to get to the day's work. Robert
says it just doesn't seem right without the
morning devotions.

P

The habit of silent prayer-breathing during the day's duties lightens tasks for a
relief worker; it is possible to have an
attitude of never-ceasing prayer.
An interesting observation of prayers
offered by Americans and refugees is that
their petitions, whether at table or devotions, almost invariably include one to this
effect: "Oh God, please keep another war
from coming upon the world." This prayer is being prayed in America, too, but
these people understand much more clearly its meaning and implications.

COM.E UNTO ME, ALL YE THAT LABOUR AND ARE HEAVY LADEK-"

Relief
Workers
Write...

tation of the vision, but the fact is that
all who heard him relate these marvelous
coincidents were deeply impressed.
Five minutes ago an old man left our
door. He was here to ask for help. His
wife is sick and they have no food in the
house. His overcoat was in rags. He, too,
is sick. We said we would call at his house
in a few days. He said, "But couldn't
there be a little bread n o w ; we have
nothing at all to eat and no money." I
remarked to Gerda. "Maybe we could
spare a loaf of bread from the kitchen."
Now that that man is gone, I have been
thinking about that little word "spare." I
do not know if we needed for dinner to
day the loaf of bread which we gave him,
but whether yes or no, have I not here
reflected even as a relief worker the attitude that is so prevalent among Christians ; we give what we can spare, not what
we need ourselves. This business of giving
goes pretty deep. As long as we can maintain our standard of living and not feel
any particular pinch we are ceremoniously glad to give. We give the heels and
the crumbs but eat the slices ourselves. It
gives us a warm and glowing feeling of
smug satisfaction when we give what we
can spare from our savings. Yes, I gave
the loaf of bread, but will I have to eat
less for dinner today?
*
*
*

nominational awareness, for there is evidenced a general eagerness to learn what
God says in His Holy Word regardless of
who the message bearer is.
After Gottesdienst a social hour is enConsidering the subject of prayer still
joyed
as coffee and sandwiches are served.
further, what a telling tool it is for the
relief worker in family and hospital visita- A group of about thirty then gather
tion! Not a long, ostentatious lipping of around a long table for a period of Bible
words. No! Just a sincere sigh and a study. The Mennonite Catechism is used
"with-weeping" for a soul in a sore sit- a guidebook in the study of the Word. We
uation. One case: He had fled across the thank God for His Divine help in what
border in his nightshirt, was immediately would otherwise be a presumptuous athospitalized, now lays almost totally par- tempt to teach this class in the German
alyzed on what will soon be his death-bed. language.
A special worship service was held at
Other patients in his ward receive visitors,
the
Center on Christmas morning at ten
but he, none. How incredible it seemed to
him, therefore, when three people walked o'clock. Onkel Doktor Robert spoke for
up to his bed! He couldn't say thank you more than an hour and there were expresfor the three-sentence prayer, but his atti- sions of regret that he did not speak
longer. Immediately at the close of the
He was in rags and he was lousy. Before
tude did.
service a middle-aged man who has been trying any clothes on him, he was sent to
MCC Vienna acknowledges with sincere attending regularly for several months, the city "delousing" center. Next day the
thanks our appreciation for the coopera- came to us and remarked that for fifteen man came with a "Schein" (a certificate
tion and services of so many pastors and minutes during the service he had seen a showing that he had been duly deloused),
ministers in our Sunday afternoon worship vision of Christ as though projected on ;<nd an hour later he left with another
services. Three Evangelische (Lutheran) the wall. He was deeply moved and said "shine" (on his face), for within that hour
Kirche pastors have spoken a total of it was a lovely, colorful vision of the head he had been reclothed from head to toe
seven Sundays since the arrival of the of Christ. Later, when he came to the and every stitch of his rags burned. His
Wingerts; two Methodist ministers, twice; Center again he lost no time in telling us appreciation was evident and genuine; he
one Baptist minister, four times; and two the following marvelous sequel to that confided, "I have only three shillings
undenominational ministers, four times. vision. Said he,. "That same Christmas Day (twelve cents), but I want to give them to
Nor must we forget to mention the two evening a neighbor lady, a Jewess, came to you."
Swiss Mennonite ministers who were with our house with a framed picture of the
—Norman Wingert
us one Sunday. Not one of these servants head of Christ which she said she wanted
of God has failed to accord Jesus Christ to give me and my wife as a gift. I could
—MCC Worker, V'ienna, Austria.
His rightful place as Lord and Saviour. hardly believe my eyes, for it was preciseWhen one listens to their messages one is ly the same head that I had seen in my
not aware of their "trademarks." As vision that morning." He pulled out the
December was an interesting month!
Onkel Doktor Robert has said1: "When any- framed picture from his brief case. It was
Especially
was it interesting to be in a
one asks me if I am Evangelische, or the famous painting with the alternating
Catholic, or Baptist, or Mennonite, I tell open and closed eyes. He said he has never refugee camp at "Weihnachten."
We were practising a little Christmas
him I am a Christian. The audience — seen the painting before he saw it suplay
with young people and I was rather
usually around fifty people — is about spended in air Christmas morning. Even
equally divided between Protestant and the colors were identical with those of the worried whether the young men we had
Catholic. Here, again, there is little de- picture. We press no particular interpre(Continued on page thirteen)
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DIRECTORY

AS SLATED BY THE GENERAL CONFERENCE
Permanent Church Headquarters

Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home
2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa. Tel. 3-9881
Attention of General Conference Secretary

Institutions
E. V. Publishing- House, Nappanee, Indiana,
Eld. Erwin W. Thomas, Manager.
Jabbok. Bible School, Thomas, Oklahoma.
Ira M. Eyster, President.
Messiah College, Grantham, Fa.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., President.
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg,
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron. Telephone 2-7836.
Messiah Orphanage, R. R. 1, Mt. Joy, Pa. Sr.
Mazie Seese, Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illinois, Supt.
Eld. Albert Cober; Matron, Elizabeth Schradley.
Ontario Bihle School, Port Erie, North, Ont.
Bishop Edward .Gilmore, President.
The Christian l i g h t Fxess
The merchandising department of Brethren
in Christ Publication Board, Inc.
Nappanee, Ind., Chambersburg, Pa.
Main office: Elizabethtown, Pa.
Clair H. Hoffman, Manager
Upland College, Upland, California.
Dr. H. G. Brubaker, President.

Treasurers of the Church Boards
Executive Board: Harvey W. Hoke. West Milton, Ohio; Canadian Treas., O. L. Heise,
Gormley, Ontario.
Foreign Mission Board: Carl J. Ulery, 1332
Maiden Lane, Springfield 28, Ohio; Canadian
Treas.: Wm. Charlton, Stevensville, Ontario.
Home Mission: Henry A. Ginder, Manheim,
Pa., R. .R. 2, Canadian Treas., Edward Gilmore, Lowbanks, Ontario.
Beneficiary: Jacob H. Bowers, Collegeville, Pa.
Board for Schools and Colleges: John M. Book,
247 Euclid Place, Upland, California.
Publication Board: Charles E. Clouse, Nappanee, Indiana.
Sunday School Board: C. W. Boyer, 2223 N.
Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio.
Free Literature and Tract Department: Ray
Zercher, Nappanee, Indiana.
Young People's 'Work: B. E. Thuma, R. R. 1
Marietta, Pa., George C. Sheffer, Stayner,
Ont, Canadian Treas.
Relief and Service Committee: John H. Hoffman, Maytown, Pa.
Industrial Relations Committee: C. W. Boyer,
Sec'y-, 2223 N. Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio.
Women's Missionary Prayer Circle: Mrs. Cyrus
G. Lutz, Secretary, Lancaster, R. 6, Pa.

FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
India
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, O. and T. Ry., Bhagalpur District, India. Elder and Sr. Charles
Engle, Sr. Beulah Arnold, Sr. Leora Toder,
Sr. Shirley Bitner, Sr. E r m a Hare.
Madhipura Mission: Madhipura, O. and T. Ry.,
Bhagalpur District, India. Sr. Anna Steckley,
Elder and Sr. Arthur Pye.
Barjora Mission:: P. O. Tirbeniganj, via Murlinganj, A. Ry., North Bhagalpur District,
India. Elder and Sr. William Hoke, Sr.
Emma Rosenberger.
Monghyr Mission: Mission House, Monghyr,
E. I. Ry., Monghyr District, India. Elder
and Sr. George Paulus, Sr. Erne Rohrer.
Banmankhi Mission: P. O. Banmankhi, A. Ry.,
Purnea District, India. Elder and Sr. Allen
Buckwalter.
Bro. and Sr. A. D. M. Sick, "Trees.' P. O.
North Point, Darjeeling, India.

Africa
General Superintendent: Bishop and Sr. H.
H. Brubaker, P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, So.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
Matopo Mission: P. B. 191T, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa, Eld. and Sr. Elmer Eyer,
Eld and Sr. L. B. Sider, Sr. Elizabeth Engle,
Sr. Dorothy M. Martin, Sr. Mary Brenaman,
Sr. Lula Asper, and Eld. and Sr. Alvin Book.
Mtshabezi Mission: P. B. 102M, Bulawayo, S.
Rhodesia, South Africa. Elder and Sr. D.
B. Hall, Elder and Sr. Roy H. Mann, Sr.
Beth L. Winger, Eld. and Sr. Bert Winger,
Sr. Mabel Frey, Sr. Rhoda Lenhert, Sr.
Fanny Longenecker.
Wanezi Mission: Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South
Africa, Eld. and Sr. Arthur Climenhaga, Eld.
and Sr. Chester Wingert, Sr. Anna R. Engle,
Sr. Florence Hensel, and Sr. Anna Wolgemuth.
Macha Mission: Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa, Eld. and Sr. J. Elwood Hershey, Sr.
Verna Ginder, Sr. Ruth Hunt, Sr. Verda
Moyer, and Sr. Annie Winger.
Sikalongo Mission: Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa. Elder & Sr. David Climenhaga, Sr.
Rhoda Lenhert, Sr. Anna Graybill, and Sr.
Edna Lehman.
Missionaries on Furlough
Sr. Anna M. Eyster, 637 Third Avenue, Upland, California.
Sr. B. Ella Gayman,. 2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Eld. and Sr. Albert Brenaman, West Milton,
Ohio.
Sr. Naomi Lady, Grantham, Pa.
Sr. Martha Kauffman, 411, 13th St. Abilene,
Kansas.
Sr. Mary C. Kreider 266 E. Main St., Carabelltown, Penna.

HOME MISSIONS
Rural Missions
Allisonia, Virginia (Farris Mines) Paul and
Ruth Wolgemuth. Ida Lue Hane.
Bloomneld, New Mexico (Brethren in Christ
Navajo Mission), c.o. Blanco Trading Post.
Isaac and Nina Schmucker, Rosa Eyster,
Dorothy Charles, Samuel and Lucy Ensminger.
Delisle, Saskatchewan, Canada: Pearl Jones.
Hollidaysburg, Pa. (Canoe Creek Mission),
Box 259A, R. D. 2, Telephone Hollidaysburg
51319; Paul and Esther George.
Kentucky—Elam Dohner, Superintendent.
Fairview Station, Ella, Ky.: Elam and Helen
Dohner, Esther Ebersole.
Garlin, Ky.: Eli and Ruth Christner, Elizabeth Hess, Nurse.
Kniney, Ky.: Edgar Giles, Pastor, Katie
Rosenberger, Nurse; Ruby Clapper.
Meath Park Station (North Star Mission) Saskatchewan, Canada; Earl D. and Ellen K.
Brechbill, Docia Calhoun.
Tillsonhurg (Houghton Mission) Ontario, Canada; Telephone Glenmeyer 22-14; Myrtle
Steckley, Ruth Steckley, Anna Henry.
Frogmore: Alonza Vanatter, Pastor.
Houghton Center: Basil Long.

City Missions
Albuquerque Mission: Residence—441 LaVega
Road, Albuquerque, New Mexico, Paul and
Barbara Wingerd.
Altoona Mission: 613 Fourth Avenue, Altoona, Pa. Residence — 412 Third Street,
Altoona, Pa. Graybill and Ethel Brubaker.
Buffalo Mission: 25 Hawiey St., Buffalo 13, N.
T.; Telephone—GRant 7706;Harry and Katie
Buckwalter, Anne Wyld, Viola Miller.
Chicago Mission: 6039 Halsted Street, Chicago
21, Illinois; Telephone—Wentworth 6-7122.
Carl J. Carlson, Pastor, Avas Carlson, Alice
Albright, Sara Brubaker. Frances Wolfe.
Dayton Mission: 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio:
Telephone — HEmlock 3164; William and
Evelyn Engle, Mary Brandt.

Detroit (God's Love Mission) 1524 Third Ave.,
Detroit 26, Michigan; Residence—3936 Humboldt, Detroit 8; Telephone — Tyler 5-1470;
Harry Hock, Supt., Catherine Hock, Ethel
Heisey, Ruth Deihl.
Harrisburg (Messiah Lighthouse Mission) 1175
Bailey St. Harrisburg, Pa.; Telephone—Harrisburg 26488; Joel and Faithe Carlson,
Elizabeth Kanode, Grace Robb, and Beulah
Lyons.
Massillon (Christian Fellowship Mission) 118
South Ave., S. E. Massillion. Ohio; Telephone
—2-3804; Eli Hostetler, Pastor; Lloyd Hostetler, Assistant Pastor; Lydia Hostetler,
Doris Rohrer, Minnie Bicher.
Orlando Mission: Pastor Ernest and Kathryn
Boyer, 1712 Cook St., Orlando, Florida.
Philadelphia Mission: 3423 North Second St.,
Philadelphia 40, Pa.; Telephone—NE 4-6431;
William and Anna Rosenberry, Anita Brechbill, Erma Hoke.
San Francisco (Life Line Gospel Mission) 224
Sixth St., San Francisco 3, Calif.; Residence
—311 Scott St., San Francisco 17, Calif.;
Telephone—UNderhill 1-4820; Edith Davidson, Janna Goins, Edith Yoder.
Stowe Mission: 527 Glasglow St., Stowe, Pa.;
Telephone — Pottstown 1211J; Cletus and
Kathryn Naytor.
Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth St., Welland,
Ontario, Canada; Telephone—3192; Earl Bosert, Pastor; Pauline Hess, Rhoda Lehman.
RADIO BROADCASTS
CHVC, Niagara Falls, Ontario
1600
"Call to Worship Hour"
Each Sunday 9:00-9:30 A.M.
CKPC, Brantford, Ontario
1380
"Brethren in Christ Hour"
Each Sunday 2:00-2:30 P. M.
WMPC, Lapeer, Michigan
1260
First Thursday of every month
12:15-1:15 P.M.
Every Tuesday—transcription
3:30-3:45 P.M.
KOCS, Ontario, Calif.
1510
"Morning Melodies"
Each Sunday 10:00-10:15 A.M.
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
800
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
Each Sunday 7:30-8:00 A.M.
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
800
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Saturday 12:35-1:00 P.M.
WNAR, Norristown, Pa.
1110
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Sunday 2:30-3:00 P.M.
WLBR. Lebanon, Pa.
1270
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Saturday 12:35-1:00 P.M.
AVKJG, Fort Wayne, Indiana
1380
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Sunday 8:00-8:30 A.M.
WAND, Canton, Ohio
900
"Christian Fellowship Mission"
Each Sunday 12:30-1:00 P.M.
WPFB, Middletown, Ohio
910
"Gospel Lighthouse Hour"
Each Sunday 8:00-8:30 A.M.
WBUX, Quakertown, Pa.
1570
"Sunday
Bible
Hour"
Constitution and Bi-Laws
Each Sunday 12:30-1:00 P.M.
WLXW, Carlisle,Available
Pa.
1380
"The Verse for the Day"
Each Sunday 8:05-8:20 A.M.

Kcs.
Kcs.
Kcs.

Kcs.
Kcs.
Kcs.
Kcs.
Kcs.
Kcs.
Kcs.
Kcs.
Kcs.
Kcs.

Many "Visitor" readers will be interested to know that the church "Constitution,
Doctrine, Bi-Laws and Rituals," which was
out of print for some time, is now available through our Christian Light Bookstores. This is a reprint and includes
amendments made up to General Conference of 1946. They are priced at 55 c
per copy.
Place your order with the store nearest
you — Nappanee, Indiana, Elizabethtown,
Pa., and Chambersburg, Pa.
E. V. Publishing House
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W o r d Received of Brother
Elmer Eyer's Passing
"Elmer Eyer and family arrived New
York, 13th. He took sick February 19th
and went to be with the Lord February
20th." (Telegram).
Bishop Henry N. Hostetter
Foreign Mission Board Secretary

W o r k Opportunity
Word has been sent to the editor, that
an opening in a blacksmith shop near
New Castle, Pa. would provide an opportunity for a Christian blacksmith. The
shop is located in an Amish Mennonite
area. The mission church at New Castle
would appreciate a Brethren in Christ
family who would be interested1 in this
type of work. For further information
contact Eugene Burford, Rt. 1 New
Wilmington, Penna.

Weddings
MYERS-STUTZMAN—At the Locke Brethren in Christ Church, Nappanee, Indiana on
February
16, 1951, Mary Stutzman of
Nappanee, Ind., became the bride of Alvin
Myers Jr., son of Bro. and Sr. Alvin Myers
Sr. of Mechanicsburg, Penna. Rev. Erwin W.
Thomas performed the ceremony in the presence of a large number of relatives and
friends.
May God's richest blessing be theirs as they
establish their home near Mechanicsburg,
Penna.
MYEBS-HOKSI — On July 7, 1950. Miss
Cora Horst, daughter of Henry S. Horst of
Hagerstown, Maryland, became the bride of
Melvin Myers, son of Brother and Sister
Charles A. Myers of Greencastle, Pennsylvania.
The ceremony was performed by Bishop J..
Lester Myers a t his home. May God bless
this union as they go through life together.

Births
EEACHY—Mr. and Mrs. Alvin J. Beachy of
Bluffton, Ohio are the happy parents of a
daughter Debra Jo, born February 24, 1951.
Mrs. Beachy is the former Vera Clouse of
Nappanee, Indiana.
HESS—Galen Gene came to bless the home
of Brother and Sister Olin Hess of Greencastle, Pa., on January 14, 1951.

Obituaries
BELLINGER—Frank S. Rellinger, son of
John and Lydia Ann Smith Rellinger, was
born in Elkhart County, Indiana, November
28, 1874, and departed this life, near Indianapolis, Indiana, on February 3, 1951, a t the
age of 76 years, 2 months, and 5 days.
He is survived by a sister Addie, wife of
Samuel Cassel of Clayton, Ohio; a brother,
Jacob T. Rellinger of Berkley, California; also
Mrs. Clara Cox of Miiford, Indiana, who
lived with the Rellinger family in her early
life; and other relatives and friends.
Funeral services were held in the Hale
Funeral Home, West Milton, Ohio, with Elder
Ohmer U. H e r r in charge. Interment was
made in the Fairview cemetery near Englewood, Ohio.

W o u l d You Consider
being a counsellor for one or more weeks
at Kenbrook Bible Camp?
Girl's Camp — July 7 to July 28
Boy's Camp — July 28 to August 11
Write to Bishop Titus M. Books, 819
East Maple Street, Annville, Pennsylvania.
•
1 ««» i

Love Feasts
Boyle and Markham
Cheapside and Clarence Center
Bertie and Frogmore
Springvale and Rosebank
Howick and Buffalo
Nottawa and Wainfleet

April 21-22
May 5-6
May 12-13
May 19-20
May 26-27
June 2-3

Recipe for a Happy Day
A. B. Voss
A soul quite full of trustfulness
In God, Who knows our needs,
A heart well filled with hopefulness
To lighten all our deeds.
Then add to this a morning prayer,
To strengthen you alway,
And bother not too much with care,
But trust to God the day.
And mix with this true faithfulness
In all that you must do;
A smile or two for cheerfulness
You safely add, 'tis true;
And then you must have confidence
That God does all things well,
A patient trust in Providence
In all your way must tell.
A kind word spoken now and then
To sweeten all the way,
All these well mixed with truthfulness
Will make a Happy Day!
—Sel.

Rationalization Versus
Conviction
(Continued from page five)
Some ministers have said they couldn't
participate in war but they could be a
chaplain. And1 while we do not underrate
the splendid work some chaplains did, but
may we soberly remember they were not
able to fully testify for Christ. A minister
to be true to his trust must preach the
truth, the whole truth and he can not consistently enter an organization where the
dissemination of that truth would be restricted. I ask you what would happen to
the chaplain that would preach the New
Testament s t a n d a r d of nonresistance.
Others reason, is not the Army a good
place for evangelism? Should these boys
nat be won for Christ? Yes, indeed they
should but how long would a chaplain
be allowed to continue evangelistic efforts
after he encourages converts to immediately refuse army service which would only
be in keeping with ethics of evangelism.

Some reason like this: Should not the
saloon keeper have the Gospel preached
to him. Most decidely so. But a preacher
should not hire to the saloon keeper as a
bar* tender (even though he served only
sodas) for the sake of preaching the Gospel to his employer. His influence is so
weakened that his power of evangelism is
dissipated. Assuredly saloon keepers as
well as bank robbers and theives ought to
be saved, but when they get saved they
ought to quit their former practice and so
should a man that kills people with a
machine gun whether in the army or out.
That kind of evangelism is the New Testament kind and would not be permitted in
the army.
God's Word instructs us that we should
not do evil that good may come. We believe that it is a safe policy never to sacrifice truth that seems clear for something
that is not clear. If we can not understand all that depraved society is doing
and if we can not explain the misbehavior
of the twentieth century Church, let us
follow the clear statement of God's Word.
I hereby wish to offer some suggestions,
as I bring this message to a close, to those
who are courageous enough to follow their
convictions and quit rationalizing. Avoid
membership in any organization associated
with the war machine. Meditate if you will
on the Church's inconsistencies of strutting
down through the centuries with the Bible
in the one hand and the sword in the
other. Keep your conscience clear even if
you must keep it in a prison cell. Be prepared to suffer actual physical suffering
if needs be as Peter said, "Yet if any man
suffer as a Christian let him not be ashamed; but let him glorify God on this
behalf."
E n d e a v o r to prayerfully
make
our
witness
count
for
the most. Abstain from working in war
plants where death-dealing instruments
are manufactured, even to the point of
trusting God for the support of our families. Refuse to invest your money in war
bonds to finance international murder.
Keep a clear conscience. Never allow that
which is uncertain to obscure that which
is clear. May we profit from the experience of certain of our Mennonite brethren
of whom history records, after they compromised with noncombatant service it
took only seventy years for them to entirely lose their position on nonresistance.
When Church or people deal lightly with
truth and because of pressure, follow the
middle of the road they are simply stepping on the toboggan and truth is forsaken.
No d'oubt trying days are ahead of us but
may we be inspired by the spirit of our
fathers who in the days of persecution
expressed themselves with the poem. "Be
hushed, my dark spirit, the worst that can
come but shortens the journey and hastens
me home."

J
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With the Church
In The Homeland
ORLANDO REPORTS BLESSING OF GOD UPON WORK
Orlando Mission
We feel it a privilege and responsibility
to present to the Church-at-large this, the
first report from Orlando Mission to be submitted by us. First of all we wish to thank
everyone for the prayers that we feel have
been sent heavenward in our behalf and
also for the many other remembrances.
Certainly the Lord has blessed us.
We entered the work here at Orlando on
September 1 with a deep sense of dependency upon the Lord realizing He must
supply the wisdom and courage that would
be needed. Our daily prayer has been for
divine guidance, trusting the Lord to supply
what years of mission experience had not
had opportunity! to furnish.
The work of the Sunday School has been
very challenging and encouraging.
Two
major contests have been presented and the
interest and results were most gratifying.
Our Sunday School also sponsored a balloon ascension with 92 scholars releasing
into the air gas-filled balloons with a gospel
message attached. Continue to pray for
our Sunday School.
Closely connected with this has been the
work with the young people. A fine .group
of high school students have taken an
interest in the work here and their enthusiasm and support has been greatly appreciated. Of greater significance is the fact
that the Lord has been speaking to their
hearts. One Sunday evening twelve knelt
at an altar of prayer and then gave a testimony of victory. Several weeks later, eight
came forward and accepted Christ. _ We
covet your prayers for these precious lives.
Other victories have been won for which
we praise the Lord. A young mother
gloriously returned to the Lord and now
presents a ringing testimony.
We have been thrilled to see much needed
repairing of the Church interior accomplished in a very short time. A new ceiling
was added to cover-the original one that
had been seriously damaged by the hurricane. Paint was added to the side walls
and a much needed altari was constructed.
Bro. Joseph Vanderveer has been with us
for several months and engineered the inside remodeling and with the help and cooperation of many of the brethren, the
work was accomplished with a minimum of
expense. The Lord's blessing was certainly
on this redecorating and the many comments of satisfaction by local worshippers
and visitors alike indicate it will be a blessing to the work here.
We have certainly appreciated the help
and support given by the many visitors who
have been with us for varying lengths of
time. All of us wish to extend a cordial
welcome to any travelers and trust you
may feel at home as you worship with us.
To all of the local friends we have learned to love, we wish to express our thanks.
The many kindnesses that have been extened to us will never be forgotten. Also, to the
Church-at-large we are thankful for your
interest and sincerely request your continued prayer.

We are truly encouraged in the work of
the Lord and as the urgency1 of the hour
deepens, we are challenged to fill, as best
we can, our small place in the great, white
harvest of lost souls.
—Ernest and Kathryn Boyer.
(We regret that a picture of the Orlando
Church which w\as to accompany this report, did tnot arrive in time to include in
this issue. Look for it in «• forthcoming
issue.—Editor).
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SEPTEMBER FINANCIAL
Receipts
Cash on hand
Washington Boro Sewing Circle
Mechanicsburg Sewing Circle
Lancaster Sewing Circle
Rev. Chas. Gilmore
Mr. Bruney
Dale Hoke
Hall Offerings
Total Receipts
Pood
Utilities
Transportation
Upkeep
Misc
Total Expense
Total Receipts
Total Expense
Cash on Hand

Expenditures

94.72
15.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
>5.00
10.00
8.91
10.80
10.86
$195.29
39.08
10.08
25.50
24.38
16.10
105.14
195.29
105.14
90.15

FOURTH QUARTER FINANCIAL
Receipts
Cash on Hand
$
Mrs. Cullata
Sr. Worman
George Richendollar
In His Name
Geo. Richendollar
Sr. George Richendollar
Dale Hoke
Vernon Weaver
Bishop Carl and Fern Ulery
Dan Landis
Pauline Blake
Ruth Krieder
Mrs. Becker
Mechanicsburg S. S. Junior Class
Bishop Laban Wingert
Bishop Wilbur and Elizabeth Snider....
Carrie Poley
George and Mary Benner

Harry Paugstat
Bro. and Sr. Weaver
Brother Watson
Brother Landis
Bethany Sunday School Thomas Okla
Hall Offerings
Total Receipts
Expenditures

90.15
1.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
1.00
25.00
3.00
20.00
25.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
25.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
5.00

5.00
4.00
15.00
5.00
21.37
200.65
$499.17

Food
$109.93
Transportation-insurance
111.99
Utilities-telephone
60.73
Upkeep-fuel
52.20
Misc
55.47
Total Expense
$390.32
Total Receipts
$499.17
Balance December 31
$108.85
Donations: Christian Union Ladies Aid
Garrett. Ind; Fairview Sewing Circle; Bro. and
Sr. Richendollar: Bro. and Sr. Heintzleman;
Bro. and Sr. Dale Hoke; Bro. and Sr. Walter
Jennings; Sr. J. D. Cole; Indiana Sewing
Circle; Mr. and Mrs Rowlands; Bro. and Sr.
Turner; Springfield Sewing Circle; Cross
Roads Sewing Circle.

Rust Sunday School, Hillman, Mich.
On Sunday evening December 17 a
pageant was presented by the young people, "Joy Bells of Christmas". The church
was filled and all the children received
candy.
December 31 was chosen as the time to
elect officers for the coming year for the
young people's group. On January 14 Sunday School officers were elected.
Members of the Adult class brought their
dinner to church on Sunday Feb. 4. After
services everyone enjoyed their meal together after which a class meeting was
held and officers elected. The next class
meeting will be held in April at which time
a project will be decided on fori the year.
We have recently had two outstanding
conversions. Join with us in praying that
these two men might stand true to the
Lord, and might be effective witnesses of
His' grace.
Brother and Sister Vanderveer are spending the winter in Orlando, Florida.
—Con
Pleasant Hill, Ohio
Bro. and Sr Aubrey Haines were ordained
as deacon on Sunday morning, December
31. It was a very impressive service. Our
prayer is that the Lord will bless them and
use them, as they fill this place.
Our revival meetings began on Jan. 7
and continued till Sunday evening Jan. 28.
Elder, C. H. Moyer of Elizabethtown, Pa.
was our evangelist. He gave us truths
both new and old which were much appreciated. We are thankful for the straight,
heart-searching messages which
were
given, by the help of the Lord, There were
several afternoon prayen meetings during
the revival which proved very helpful.
Quite a few received definite help, for which
we thank the Lord, but our hearts are sad
because of those who failed to get their
spiritual need satisfied. We want to honor
the Holy Ghost for working in our midst.
Owe evening Bro. Moyer preached on
Divine Healing and the Lord was very near
while a goodly number were anointed and
prayed for.
As Bro. Moyer could not stay with us the
last three services, Bishop Wilbur Sniden,
our former pastor and Bishop, served as
our evangelist. We appreciated his messages very much. May those who received
definite help continue to obey the Lord is
our prayer.
Dn and Mrs. Alvan Thuma, who expect to
leave soon for Africa were with us on Sunday morning Feb. 11. Quite a large group
of interested folks were present and enjoyed the message they gave us. As this is
Dr. Thuma's home church, many friends
and relatives were in the audience. As they
go, our prayers follow them, that they may
arrive safely on the African field, and be a
blessing to many there.
—Elizabeth Thuma.
Ringgold District News

s

Elder Frederick Frey was with us for two
weeks of revival services at the Hollowell
Church from Nov. 12-26. A great many
contacts were made in the meetings. A Sunday School night and a children's night
were held each week, and a large number
of children a t t e n d e d these services.
Most of the visible results were among the
cihldren. Each evening special prayer sessions were held for a half-hour before the
service began. We all appreciated the challenging messages brought by Bro. Frey.
(Continued from page eleven)
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The Land Of Beginning Again
It's like a fairytale . . . almost mythical
. . . but soon you find yourself believing it
with all your might. It's a land where the
human driftwood of this last war may find
a haven . . . where a man can earn his own
bread after getting it through a bread line
. . . where a man can buy clothing for his
family after receiving it through bundle
distribution . . . where later on he might
even have a roof to call his own after livingbunched and huddled with hundreds of
others who share his same fate . . . a land
where he can breathe clean free air . . .
the United States.
A great sadness comes over one when he
walks through a DP camp . . . looking . . .
thinking. Here is a little island of persons
driven from their homes by fear. An island
whose roots stretch back into Yugoslavia,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, the Ukraine . . .
and perhaps into Siberia where there may
be others of their own who may be living
or dead.
And here, behind walls or fences live
thousands scattered throughout Western
Germany. Here little children, peer at you
through barbed wire, yonder sits a group of
white-haired men basking in the warm
spring sun and talking of the old days when
they had their own oxen, plow or harrow.
A group of women scrub clothes with a
brush on a cement slab. An old lady hangs
out amazingly white wash on a common
line.
Skipping down a small walk, making a
morning spaziergang, are the children from
the kindergarten. Sixty bubbling with
laughter, untainted yet by the cares of the
others around them. There a tiny one with
a charming smile, a shy one hiding from
the camera, one with curly black hair and
eyes full of mischief. They go by a group
of guards at the entrance.
And then the big colorless buildings with
some of the windows boarded shut. Outside
some of the windows bits of wash hang to
dry—a child's under-shirt, an old pair of
socks, a faded pair of khakis . . . the color
of the building and the washing blend into
one. In the next window sits a bottle of
milk, some food. But the inside . . . utter
drabness, the miserable muck in which
these millions live, the utter uselessness of
it all seems to press over you like a cloud
of heavy smoke. The hall is cluttered with
empty boxes, old trunks bearing the names
of Prokovitsch, Drominski . . . A kitchen
with huge vats in which boils and bubbles
the noon meal . . . bushels of potatoes . . gallons of gravy stew and vegetable soup
with only cabbage. The smell of cooked
cabbage hangs everywhere . . . not from
today, on yesterday, but from weeks ago.
Behind one of the doors which bear the
numbers 168, 169 and on down the many
halls are the DPs . . . the women, the children, the old men . . . those whose hearts
still lie in their homeland, but to which they
will never again return. By the window in
168 sits a tiny withered grandmother, perhaps 80 years old. She wears a white scarf
tied under her chin. She sits in the stream
of sunlight with a little pasty-colored girl.
The thin-legged girl beside her on the window sill reads a letter which has come.
One's eyes quickly scan the room . . .
beds . . . about twelve or fifteen of them. In
front of some hangs a blanket or old bed
spread hung on a wire to bring a little

privacy at night. A few small bare wooden
tables . . . in the middle a small and very
dilapidated coal stove' which surely cannot spread warmth very far on a cold,
clammy day . . . suit cases in the corners
. . . a few kettles . . . a mother scrubbing
her area of the floor. The only bit of cheer
in the midst of these deplorable surroundings is the sun streaming in the window
. . . and you think of the many days here
in Germany when there is no sun.
Their story can be multiplied by four
digits or six. We fled. The family separated. Some were taken away. Now our only
hope is America. We didn't pass the
Australian test. We cannot go to Canada.
No, there has been no work for a long time.
We get one piece of clothing a month from
IRO. A coat must last four years. A pair
of shoes . . . two . . . and then what, when
the soles wear out in six months, Food . . .
yes. There is quantity . . . plenty of potatoes, plenty of soup. But after months,
years, the potatoes begin to taste like the
cabbage soup and the soup like the potatoes.
We've heard stories about America. Is
it true? Do they only work with machines
there? In our homeland the women had to
help with the farm work. Milking cows was
a woman's joy. The hands of the mother
are gnarled and worn, but once they were
beautiful hands . . . Is it true that in America if a man comes home from work on a
night shift, perhaps, he dare not waken his
wife and must sit on the doorstep until she
wakens. We laugh . . . Oh my, no! The
man continues . . . My friend wrote me
from Australia that it is so hot there in
summer that he must go and run, water
over his head every hour! It's not so hot
in America, is it? . . . But many places it's
very warm. Do farmers get good pay ? Are
food and clothing expensive? And the
mother again . . . But won't the people say
. . . why didn't they go somewherte else . . .
we don't want those Yugoslavs here . . .
why didn't they go to Australia or South
America . . . No, I don't think all the people will think that . . . not if they t r y to
understand . . . not if they have love.
The land of beginning again . . . Sadly,
though, the way is narrow, and the gate is
(Continued on page fourteen)

In the Homeland
(Continued from page ten)
* On Jan. 3, a large group of church
members and friends met in the new Sunday School rooms of the Waynesboro
Church to welcome our Bishop, S. F.
Wolgemuth, back from his evangelistic
journey of the Orient. He had arrived the
day before, and we were all eager to see
him and hear from him. We were served
refreshments while Bro. Wolgemuth shook
hands and chatted briefly with every one.
At times it was difficult to hide the emotions. We were all so thankful to God for
His protecting hand and the gracious manifestations of his power.
After a brief period of fellowship, Elder
Eber Dourte read a passage of Scripture
and led in prayer. Then Bro. Wolgemuth
spoke to us of some of his experiences and
told of the marvelous way in which Christ
is working in the F a r East. We were all
challenged to do our best in witnessing
during these last days.
—Mrs. Harold E. Zercher.
Montgomery Revival Report.
With the beginning of a New Year we
look forward to another revival meeting.
On Sunday January 7, we began our revival
with Bro. Roy Sider of Canada as our
evangelist. Bro. Sider came filled with the
Spirit and endeavored to bring us the Word
of God. He did not bring a revival in his
suitcase but it was only by our prayer and
the Holy Spirit that we saw many souls
bowing at the altar. Some came for the
first time to be saved from their sins.
Others were backsliders who had gone back
on God and the Church. It made us weep
and shout for joy to see them coming back
to the Lord and begging for mercy. We
thank the Lord fori answering our many
prayers on their behalf. These meetings
continued for a period of three weeks. We
had good weather almost every night. May
the Lord bless Bro. Sider as he goes on
preaching the Word of God and helping lost
souls find Christ. —Raymond J. Garling.
Rosebank Congregation, Hope Kansas
"The Lord is good unto them that wait
for Him, to the soul that seeketh Him."
As a congregation we can say the Lord
has been good unto us during the year 1950.
We have felt His continual blessing upon
us as we have waited for Him.
In August we enjoyed having Bishop
Charlie Byers and Bishop Henry Ginder at
our camp meeting. Dr. H. G. Brubaker and
the Conquerors Quartet also added their
part to the meeting. Surely God was in
the place. His Spirit was again faithful in
blessing and throwing a warning light of
conviction across the pathway of many. He
proved again that He is good to the soul
that seeketh Him.
On Nov. 6 our fall meetings began with
Bro. Donald Heer as our evangelist. Once
more the Spirit drove conviction home to
hearts. The three weeks of meetings were
climaxed with souls surrounding the altar
seeking for a new touch from Him who
said, "if ye seek me, ye shall find me."
Nov. 11 and 12 we had another spiritual
feast, when we had our annual Love Feast.
Bishop Henry Schneider and Bro. Heer
broke unito us the Bread of Life. Shouts of
victory were heard in the camp as God
blessed.

•
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Surely we do count it a great blessing
to be living in a land where we can worship
God any time or place, and to know that as
we let God possess His own property we
have a great joy that does not compare to
anything in this world. What a comfort
and consolation to know that, in this world.
What a comfort and consolation to know
that,
"Behind the dim unknown
Standeth God within the shadows
Keeping watch above His own.

vided good music at Millerfields. October
15, an exchange student from Norway inspired the night service at Beulah Chapel
by his Christian testimony and accordion
music. Robert Peters came December 7 and
gave a message at Fairview which our
group enjoyed.
The Love Feast at Fairview in October
thrilled our souls and deepened our desire
to be loyal to Christ and the church. The
testimony serivice turned into an exceptionally good experience meeting that blessed everyone present. (The recounting of
God's leadings in lives and the blessings
which result from obedience always stirs
hearts.) The entire brothei'hood would
have profited if they could have been able
to listen in as the saints told how God
answered their prayers that He should send
someone to give them the light. Then when
bur first pioneering Brethren from Ohio
came in response to God's leadership—gave
evangelistic meetings and brought the message of holiness to these hungering hearts,
the listeners recognized that this was the
message they had been craving, (even
though they had anti-holiness teaching in
their homes.) The Lord led them into the
crucifixion experience, then filled with the
Holy Ghost, and led them to further honor
Him by literally practicing the use of the
prayer veil, separation from the world, and
other doctrines which brought spiritual enriching,

Kentucky General .Report
This beautifully cold, snowy morning of
the New Year, we begin our report for the
last quarter of 1950 with much reason for
encouragement and rejoicing.
Weather during the quarter) has been
beautiful, even though unusual for this
Southland. We enjoyed the quality of
weather this quarter much more than during the same span of time a year ago. Even
though it was unusual, the severe cold gave
relief from continuous rain, and frequent
wind. October is always a month of beauty
as the wooded hills take on the colors of
autumn.
Then came November with its recordbreaking Thanksgiving blizzard and the
Messiah College gospel team who arrived
two hours ahead of the storm to give us
two programs: at Beulah Chapel near
Garlin, and Gospel Hall in Knifley. These
spiritual young people brought inspiration
to their audiences. Eva Mae Melhorn, sister of Ruth Christner, was one of the
members of the team; and Mary Heisey, a
former worker here was faculty representative.
Three revivals during the q u a r t e r
strengthened, renewed, and deepened the
Christians, besides giving testimonies of
sins forgiven and peace with God to those
who knelt at the Cross for that need. Very
unusual conviction visited those who had
soul needs. Elder Donald Heer stood between God and man at Fairview, September
15 to October 1, and delivered Bible truths
fearlessly under the anointing of the Holy
Spirit.
The Beulah Chapel audience gave respectful attention to the rich ministry of Bishop
J. H. Wagaman of Upland, California,
October 1-15. It almost seemed that Brother
Wagaman was speaking personally to each
one in the audience with his loving, Christ
exalting sermons. A call to holiness of
"Till He Come"!
heart and life would be our summary of his
sermons as we think back on them. God
most graciously manifested His presence
"Till He come"! Oh, let the ivords
during Bishop H. N. Hostetter's ministry at
chords;
Millerfields November 5-19, as He blessed Linger on the trembling
with excellent attendance, unusually heavy
Let the little white between
conviction, clear, fitting messages, and open
In their gold\en light be seen;
hearts.
Let us think how Heaven and Home
Capacity audiences enjoyed the pictures
Lie
beyond that "Till He come"!
from Africa and India which Brother! Hostetter showed, and explained, two evenings
prior to the evangelistic messages. The Clouds and conflicts round us press;
home folks at Oscar Arnold's farm near
Would we have one sorrow I'ess?
Knifley, Kentucky, were happy to have
Brother Hostetter in their home as well as All the sharpness of the Cross,
to see the pictures of mission work in India, All that tells the world is loss—
and of their daughter, Beulah, who is in
Death, and darkness, and the tomb—•
service there.
Only ivhisper, "Till He come"!
The first prayer meeting which followed
that Millerfields revival was an outstanding
time of free confession, testimony, shouts See, the feast of love is spread,
of praises, and melting of hearts in fellow- Drink the wine and break tlie bread—
ship and rejoicing.
Sweet memorials—till the Lord
We enjoy the seminary couples who ocCall us round His Heavenly board;
casionally accompany the Alderfers to our
country and contribute to the services. Some from earth from glory some,
—Sel.
October 29, the Willyards and Bakers pro- Severed only "Till He come"!

Brother Edgar Giles was in Ohio for a
revival meeting, November 12-26. The Lord
blessed the effort with good results.
The Feese jeep came to the rescue of
several Sunday Schools November 26. Much
snow and icy roads plus a balky Willys
created the emergency situation.
Knifley services miss the help of Sister
Mattie EHen Quinn and her family since
they have moved to Burkesville to work at
the lumber camp. The Feese Brothers' families moving to Columbia also leaves gaps
in the Gospel Hall congregation, but will
increase the congregation at Beulah Chapel.
Continuing cold weather and bad roads
have made walking necessary to reach some
places for serivice and many of the homes
in all areas, during this time of heavy
visitation.
Brother and Sister Joseph Lehman, Jr.
were appreciated guests a t the Garlin mission home in November. Besides their
physical help in mission duties, their gift
of a much needed heating stove for the
home was happily received.
Other pleasant surprises for Chrdstners
were the visits of two newly married couples on their wedding trips: Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Weaver from Canada, and Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Melhorn from Pennsylvania.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale M. Dohner and family
from Ashland, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Niesley and family of Dayton, Ohio, and
Mrs. Jess Cassel of Englewood, Ohio, chose
colorful October as the time to make their
long anticipated visits to Kentucky.
Much serious illness, and many tragic
deaths have occurred during these months.
The exodus from our hills to the cities for
work advantages is increasing in momentum. But in spite of these hindrances
plus other worse ones that the devil creates,
the Lord is proving Himself greater than
Satan and sin, and men who are controlled
by the wrong power and who try to hinder
the work. Sunday School attendance at
both Beulah Chapel and Gospel Hall has
shown a steady increase not only within the
quarter, but also over the same quarter of
a year ago, and the interest continues to
increase in the New Year thus far. God
also has been very graciously manifesting
His love and presence in recent prayer
meetings in a number of communities.
Beginning January 1, Pleasant Grove united its forces with Beulah Chapel and discontinued Sunday School in the schoolhouse.
Reasons for this change included better
transportation and a new road which have
transferred the attendance of community
folk to their own denominational services
in Columbia; and the desire of Brethren in
Christ members, who were responsible for
the Sunday School, to attend their own
church.
We often thank our God for the harmony
and unity among the workers here. Their
united zeal to see things accomplished for
the Lord gives an earnestness to their prayers and faith that will not be denied.
—Elam 0. Dohner, Supt.
(See financial report next column)

There are no crown-bearers in heaven
who were not cross-bearers here below.
—Charles H.

Spurgeon.
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F O U R T H QUARTER FINANCIAL,
Expenditures
Ella
Groceries
$ 72.82
Car Usage
130.25
Fuel and Utilities
... 52.35
Home Equipment
12.04
Office a n d B u l l e t i n
66.67
Property Maintenance
37.70
Total

$371.83
Oarlin

Groceries
Car Usage
Fuel and Utilities
Home Equipment
Property Maintenance
Total

$ 48.33
91.95
31.44
18.11
"14.09
$203.92

Knifley
Groceries
Car Usage
Fuel and Utilities
Home Equipment
Property Maintenance

$ 35.87
46.60
59.63
2.95
1.49

Total
Rev. Owen Alderfer, t r a n s p o r t a t i o n

$146.54
$ 59.80

Receipts
P a u l C h r i s t n e r , Ohio
$ 10.00
Helen Bowers, California
2.00
P a s a d e n a Mission P r a y e r Band
(medical)
15.00
J. H o f f m a n G a r b e r , P a
10.00
Harvery Emily, P a
40.00
J o h n Schock, P a
1.00
A California Friend
5.00
Feyline McGaha, Kentucky
5.00
P l e a s a n t H i l l S. S.. K a n s a s
50.00
R a l p h Good, C a l i f o r n i a
5.00
Fannie Willis, Indiana
1.00
F a i r v i e w S u n d a y School, Ohio
49.32
U p l a n d S u n d a y School, C a l i f o r n i a
48.43
D. H. K r e i d e r , I l l i n o i s
10.00
B i s h o p H. N. H o s t e t t e r . P a
7.00
Mary Heisey, Pa
10.00
W i l b e r S n i d e r . Ohio
1.00
An I n t e r e s t e d Friend
20.00
Massillon Mission P r a y e r Circle (special
for r e f r i g e r a t o r a t Knifley)
20.00
L u c i l l e Groff, Ohio
5.00
Milton Wenger, P a
5.00
Arthur Brubaker, Pa
5.00
Charles Melhorn, Pa
100.00
A Faithful Giver
100.00
A Pennsylvania Friend
20.00
E . L. E y e r , C a l i f o r n i a
5.00
Cora Albright, Illinois
2.00
Total

Out-of-State Receipts
Mission Congregations
P l e a s a n t Grove
Gospel H a l l
W o m e n ' s Bible C l a s s
Beulah Chapel
Fairview
Millerflelds
Grassy Springs
Spout Springs
Bloomington
Evangel Chapel
Egypt
.'.
Garlin
T o t a l Local R e c e i p t s
Total Expenditures
Deficit, O c t o b e r 1, 1950
Total
Less Receipts

$551.75
$ 59.09
37.86
4.37
34.46
31.02
29.61
26.05
18.64
14.19
13.26
12.27
3.68
$284.50
782.09
228.71
$1,010.8"
836.25

Deficit, J a n u a r y 1, 1951
$ 174.55
S p e c i a l T u n d — N u r s e ' s Car
E . J. B r o y l e s , C a l i f o r n i a
$ 45.00
Contributions: Heinz products, Leah Dohner;
popcorn. L e s t e r H a i n e s ; chicken, maple syrup,
n u t s , R a v m o n d H i l l e r : c a n n e d f o o d s, M. D.
D o h n e r . H a r v e y E b e r s o l e , W a y n e E b e r s o l e , O.
B. H e r r : g r o c e r i e s . H a r v e v E b e r s o l e : frozen
foods, M r s . J e s s C a s s e l , D a l e D o h n e r : b a k e d
goods, R a y m o n d Niesley ; fresh v e g e t a b l e s .
J e s s Shannon; tinned foods. Leah Dohner, Dale
Dohner.
C A N A D I A N C O N T R I B U T I O N S TO
FOREIGN MISSIONS
FOURTH QUARTER FINANCIAL
Receipts
October
Howick Congregation
$
B e r t i e D. V. B . S
Alvin Winger
Sister Marjorie Pollard for
Sister Shirley Bitner
Brother and Sister A r t h u r Pye

;. '

30.00
58.53
16.00
10.00
10.00

Relief Workers Write
(Continued from page seven)
asked to take part would think reciting
Christmas poetry was not quite the thing
for them. Imagine my surprise therefore
when the one, upon receiving his part,
said:
"This is mine? Good! I'll be able to
learn it—I want to take part in everything
I possibly can. This is my first Christmas. Until this spring I was a prisoner of
war in Russia and I have never experienced anything like what this Christmas
in Gronau is promising to be. I got an
invitation to visit some friends at Christmas, but I'm going to stick right here in
Gronau. I don't want to miss anything."
And he didn't. He sang in the Choir, he
took part in programs, he is always at
church and Young People's Bible Class—
and his was one of the happiest faces at
our Young People's Christmas social.
He is taking it all in. Would to God
that his soul might find the nourishment
that he has not had and for which he has
been starving. Ours is a great responsibility, but ours is also a very great opportunity.
Cornelia Lehn
MCC Worker
Gronau Refugee Camp, Germany

At home I always had the idea, when I
heard stories of the suffering in the world
that these were unnatural, abnormal conditions. I have come to change my mind.
With most of the world today in the throes
of sin and suffering, America and Canada
present the abnormal picture.

To be
where the old are taken care of
where each man has a right and a
chance to make good
where no one is driven from his home
where families have not been mercilessly separated
where people have moral standards to
uphold
where the sick are helped
when men are not forced to steal in
order to exist.
Where there are
no refugees
no beggars ringing your doorbell daily
no bunkers housing refugees and bombed-out families
no destroyed buildings and homes.
Such a world cannot be pictured in the
imagination of those whose life has become something to be endured rather than
to be lived.
Dorothy Swartzentruber
MCC Worker
Frankfurt Main, Germany

**<«K»****:«*»M->**»M«*^
B r o t h e r a n d S i s t e r A l l e n B u c k w a l t e r 10.00
Brother L o m e Ruegg for
Sister Shirley Bitner
10.00
B r o t h e r and Sister A r t h u r P y e
20.00
W a i n f l e e t S u n d a y Schoo l
100.00
November
Elder and Sister J e s s e Steckley, for the
new building, B a n m a n k h i Mission,
India
B r o t h e r Alvin Winger, new building,
B a n m a n k h i Mission
Young Girls' Bible Class, M a r k h a m
S. S., s u p p o r t O r p h a n girl, I n d i a
Brother and Sister George Sider for
Brother and Sister A r t h u r Pye
Sister Shirley Bitner
B r o t h e r and Sister Lewis Sider

10.00
20.00
25.00
27.50
5.00
5.00

December
Sister Alma Nigh, native teacher,
Monghyr Work. India
15.00
B r o t h e r G i r v e n Sider, n a t i v e t e a c h e r ,
Monghyr Work. India
15.00
B r o t h e r A n d r e w Sider, n a t i v e t e a c h e r ,
Monghyr Work, India
15.00
. S i s t e r s M a r g a r e t a n d M a r y "Winger.
n a t i v e t e a c h e r . M o n g h y r W o r k . I n d i a 15.00
B r o t h e r Oscar Sherk, native teacher,
Monghyr Work, India
15.00
E l d e r J a m e s Sider, n a t i v e t e a c h e r ,
Monghyr Work, India
15.00
Elder Edward Nigh, native teacher,
Monghyr Work, India
15.Oi
Bertie Congregation
290.00
B r o t h e r and Sister J e s s e Moore for
B r o t h e r and Sister Amos Dick
10.00
Brother and Sister Lewis Sider
10.00
Brother and Sister A r t h u r Pye
10.00
C l e a r V i e w M i s s i o n B a n d S. S. fo r
African Evangelist
12.50
Bible W o m a n
10.00
Tuition Fee for Native Studen t
10.00
Christian Service League
10.00
B e r t i e W o m e n ' s P r a y e r Circle,
B a n m a n k h i b u i l d i n g fund, I n d i a
30.70
Sister Pearl Thurlby
2.80
Brother Mayin Mitts
30.00
B r o t h e r a n d S i s t e r J e s s e Cober,
for orphan, I n d i a
25.00
W a i n f l e e t S u n d a y School
380.00

Brother and Sister Osbourn Nix
C h e a p s i d e S u n d a y School f or e q u i p m e n t
for new hospital, Africa
F r i e n d s of M i s s i o n f o r e q u i p m e n t fo r
new hospital, Africa
Bertie Congregation
F r o m t h e e s t a t e of t h e l a t e
Sister Mary Jane Burtch
S i s t e r E d g a r J. S t e c k l y f or
Sister Anna Steckly
Eider and Sister E a r l Sider for
B r o t h e r and Sister A m o s Dick
B r o t h e r a n d S i s t e r G e o r g e P a u l u s ....
Brother and Sister A r t h u r Pye
General fund
C l e a r V i e w M i s s i o n B a n d for
African Evangelist
Bible W o m a n
T u i t i o n fee f o r n a t i v e s t u d e n t
Christian service league
B r o t h e r Alvin Winger, new building,
Banmankhi Mission
T o u n g Sisters' Class, Bertie Sunday
School, f o r S i s t e r S h i r l e y B i t n e r
Bertie Congregation
Bovle Junior Intermediate Sunday
School, f o r o r p h a n , M a y a , I n d i a
I n m e m o r y of t h e l a t e W a d e S m i t h f or
Santal work, India
General Fund
Brother and Sister Orland Teal
Mr. W i l l i a m C h a m b e r s for
Sister Shirley Bitner
Will Chambers for B r o t h e r and Sister
Arthur Pye
Mr. and M r s . McCullough for
Brother and Sister Arthur Pye

50.00
33.50
50.00
110.00
469.70
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
12.oO
10.00
10.00
10.00
30.00
30.00
170.00
44.31
30

9"9?
200.0"
50.00
5.00
10.00
10.00

Disbursements
Cabled to I n d i a
Cabled to Africa
Cabled to Africa

(specials)
(maintenance)

—William

Charlton,

% 981.01
183.50
3,000.00
Treasurer.

The moon could not go on shining if it
paid any attention to the little dogs that
bark at i(t.
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Nothing New
Nadine S.

A

NDREA threw the Sunday-school paper
aside in disgust. "These stories make
me tired," she exclaimed.
Her roommate looked up. "Why don't
you like t h e m ? "
"I think they are childish, lack novelty,
and literary quality. Why do they publish
them anyway?"
Elaine smiled. "Perhaps the editor must
make the best of the material he has. He
might even welcome your attempts to better the situation."
Andrea sniffled. "Well, I'd like something stimulating to my intellect once in
awhile; there's such a sameness. Just listen
to this one,'' and Andrea again reached
for the paper and read the offending story.
"The title is the 'Greatest T h r i l l , ' " she
began. "Nothing unique about that. And
you'll see the story is no better. But here
it is without any more comment." And
Elaine read the following:
' " I t was night and downtown Los Angeles
was doing its best to rival the bright
southern California days. The streets
blinked with their thousand of lights; advertising trucks for the various movies
were playing their large bluish searchlights over the night sky; places of business were lit up to display their wares;
amusement establishments were doing a
large business; eating-and-drinking joints
were going full blast; and the crowds
thronged the sidewalks and streets. There
were the gay, the despondent, the handsomely dressed, the tattered, and the
gaudy. Peoples of all classes, nations, and
colors milled about each other.

Roth

" W h y ? " Andrea asked in wonder.
"Because it shows that God is still working, still saving sinners, still giving power
to become the sons of God to those who
.receive Him. Miracles are still happening,
and lives are yet being changed. That was
the glory of the early church. It is the
triumph of the gospel. I am always glad
to read articles that show that the gospel
has lost none of its power. They inspire
me to keep on trusting and presenting such
wonderful news. They may not challenge
my intellect, but they do challenge my •
faith."
"I hadn't ever thought of it in that
way." admitted her roommate.
—The Youth's Christian
Companion.

while the workers prayed with her, she
accepted Christ as her sin-bearer, Savior,
and Lord. She walked with winged steps
out of that old building.
" T tell you, this is the thrill of my
life,' she addressed her escort.
'But he, poor fellow, was not yet able
to understand it' all. He knew strange
things had happened that night, but nothing had happened to him, and just what
it was puzzled him. From that night on
the young w o m a n was completely
changed; her habits, outlook on life, What Comes Out of a Parsonage
hopes, desires, and joys were entirely new
One hundred years ago, in Endon, Stafones, and she was carrying with her the
joy and satisfaction she had found; only fordshire, England, lived a Wesleyan minister of the gospel and his wife, Rev. and
Mrs. George B. Macdonald. It was not a
home of wealth, except as its inmates were
rich in the things of the mind and spirit.
fR'THOU shall CONFESS
As such, it was very superior. Into this
with thy mouth
home were born four daughters. Georgia,
the lORD lESUS.andshaltBELIEVE
Agnes, Alice, a n d Louise Macdonald.
Georgia married, and became the mother
'^inthy,
of Sir Edward Coley Burne-Jones, one of
the greatest British painters of his time.
Agnes married, and became the mother of
Sir Edward John Poynter, also a celebrated painter, president of the Royal
Academy. Alice married, and became the
mother of Rudyard Kipling, eminent English man of letters. Louise married, and
became the mother of Stanley Baldwin,
twice prime minister of England. It has
-<f^^that>^><_
been the belief of these men, in which
COD hath raised HIM
others share, that their high achievement
is retraceable for its origin in no small
from the dead.
measure to the piety and mentality of the
THOU shalt be SAVED.
little parsonage, back in Staffordshire.
—The Presbyterian
Banner.

i

" 'A young couple in search of some
new thrill came sauntering along looking it continued to deepen as time went on.
in at this and that place, but seldom The boy friend of that memorable night
paused long at any one place. They had was the only one among all her old acsampled all and become satiated. Across quaintances, friends, a nd relatives who
the street small group of gospel singers even remotely knew what it was all about;
so she kept praying for him and working
were sweetly heralding the good news.
" 'Let's go over and see if we can't start with him till he too yielded and was
something,' suggested the young woman; gloriously saved. They were married, and
and they were soon threading their way since then they are both working for the
across the intersection to the opposite side. Lord whenever opportunity affords, al" 'No opportunity presented itself in the ways seeking to exalt their blessed Savior
street meeting, so they followed the small in all things.' "
"There," said Andrea, "that's a case in
group inside the mission hall ; but even
there instead of creating a disturbance, as point — no plot and nothing new! I've
they had intended to, they found them- read dozens of that kind in church papers."
Elaine smiled. "But I gather that it is a
selves listening intently to all that was
said and sung. Something that to the true incident."
young people was not understandable
"Oh, I suppose it is, but there is nothcaptivated the young woman. The Spirit ing of literary quality about that."
of God laid hold of her that night, and
"I'll grant you that, but to me that isn't
when the invitation was given she went the most important thing. That story
forward and knelt at the altar. There, thrills me."

Land of Beginning
(Continued on page eleven)
small . . . and those that will enter it will
be only a few of the many left. The visas
are few . . . the regulation laws too strict
. . . the Dhysical demands too high for too
many . . . too few hands in America ready to
receive them . . . and it will remain only a
dream in the hearts of thousands and millions.
You may open the door to the land where
these homeless and friendless may begin
again, bv sponsoring a refugee family. The
Mennonite Central Committee is still looking for homes for 300 non-Mennonite
Protestant DP's. Is it possible that we
should some day hear the words, "I was a
stranger and ye took me not in"?
Ruth Martin returned on Jan. 7 from the
Philippines. Returning on Jan. 18 were
James Good from Germany and Dallas
Voran from China.
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The Whereabouts Of
Christmas Bundles
Three hundred sixty-two (362) Christmas
Bundles distributed during the month of
December, 1950, by the MCC Vienna Unit.
Yes, 362 Christmas Bundles, worth 3,620
American green dollars ($3,620.00) ! That
was their American store value. But there
was a big difference between that and their
Austrian-boy value. Between Americanstore and Austrian-boy the ten dollar
($10.00) investment drew compound interest.
Let us note how dozens of helping hands
have added to the worth of these Christmas
bundles as they moved between these American-store and Austrian-boy terminals.
The donor has thoughtfully chosen and
assembled the pieces, wrapped them in the
colorful towel, and safety-pinned many
questions and kind thoughts with his gifts
for his unknown friend. Trucks, gassed by
Mennonite contributions, and driven by a
ten-dollar-a-month-Christian young man
who is "just doing my part," converged at
Akron with t h e i r love-freighted cargo.
Akron hands sorted, listed, and assigned
the colorful pieces; wrote a letter saying,
"Five hundred Christmas bundles are on
the way." MCC-Vienna rejoiced for we
had been seeing needs and ever more needs.
An Akron truck found the proper New
York wharf, dock hands tucked the cartons
into the hold, and for three weeks the
bundles lay quietly there with the pinnedin thoughts of their donors, while the ship
spanned the Atlantic, slipped through Gibraltar, crossed the Mediterranean, headed
up the Adriatic, and docked at Trieste in
Italy. MCC-Vienna's pulse quickened when
notified by the shipping agency that the
shipment "will soon be here." Trieste inspectors inspected and longshoremen transferred the goods.
A w e e k later MCC-Vienna scurried
around to a half dozen offices arming ourselves with papers which would authorize
us to break the boxcar seal. MCC caught
its breath as the door slid open. Yes, there
they were! And all the cartons sound except one—only two bundles missing! Two
bundles out of 504—it could really have
been much worse. Although no one noticed,
a prayer of thanks was breathed to God
for the safe'delivery of the bundles. Quick
transfer to the Center, a hurried opening
of cartons, and a checking with the Akron
list found everything "in Ordnung." A visit
to the City Jugendamt' and to the Innere
Mission, then a searching of files (who
would be the favored recipients of the bundles?), and then letters to the few "lucky"
children telling them to come to the Mennonite Central Committee Christmas party
to receive a "Weihnachtspaket."
The end of the story, Here it is!
21 to Mennonite children.
31 to a group of children who come regularly every Saturday for Bible study.
50. to the Vienna City Jugendamt (the
department that provides for dependent
children).
_ 100 to children sent by the Innere Mission, the relief and missions arm of the

Be Not Afraid
Luke 12:4
Bertha Gerneaux

Woods

Not by negation—saying,
"This is nothmg —
(Poor, empty words, as strength and
spirit wane!)
"Sickness is but a myth, a foolish fancy,
There is no weariness, nor any pain.
Say, rather, as the earthly tabernacle
Weakens and crumbles, failing like a
reed,
"Not mad\e with hand, a house, I know, is
building
Strong and eternal, ready for my need."
Courage and cheer, when low the fires are
burning,
This is the blessed Lord Christ's" word
to you:
'Be not afraid of them that kill the body.
And after that, have nothing they can
do."
—Free Methodist.
Evangelische (Lutheran) Kirche. These
were Protestant refugee children.
62 to a miscellaneous group of children
selected by MCC personnel and workers.
26 to children in the Russian Zone.
32 to needy children in one of the largest
refugee camps in Vienna. These were distributed by Pfarrer Hans Fischer who is
the leader of a Protestant group in Vienna.
25 to the City Jugendamt for distribution
in some of their orphan homes.
15 to a small group of Austrians who
had suffered because of their anti-Nazi
position.
What was the worth of that ten-dollar
bundle at the moment it was put into the
arms of little Marianna or Hans? Certainly more than ten dollars! Just how much
more, one cannot say?
Most of us can imagine ourselves back
to the Christmas gifts of childhood days,
but most of us cannot imagine ourselves
into the privations which have heightened
the Christmas thrill for most of these children. Let's say there is an extra ten-dollars
worth of joy here! Then imagine the sorrow of a parent who does not have the
money to buy his child just one Christmas
gift—not even necessary clothing — and
with what great joy he learns that after
all his little girl will have something for
Christmas! Well, that should be good for
another ten-dollars worth. Then there is
the joy the distribution has brought to
MCCers and to all who helped to handle
the bundles. And the cementing of international friendship is not an inconsequential item. And who can measure the joy
it has brought to the heart of our Heavenly
Father?

Then
Dear Donor—should any of you who gave
a bundle happen to read this—how great
must be your joy when you learn that your
ten-dollar investment has snow-balled such
uftmeasurable worth, for did not the Master
himself say, "It is more blessed to give
than to receive?" How could you have made
a better investment?
Yes, 362 bundles distributed and 140 to
go! The retention of these 140 bundles has
been deliberate. With a major clothing
distribution in progress and with the holiday rush on, it is evident that there was
not much time for a detailed selection of
bundles recipients. Rather than shoving the
bundles out quickly just to "get rid" of
them before Christmas, some were retained
for later and more careful personal distribution. There is an added something
whgn one can hand over personally a bundle
to a neglected or invalid child.

*

*

*

It would have been worth five dollars
to anyone at home to have seen the blind
mother in her dark, damp room receive a
CARE package of wool, and her half-blind
12-year-old daughter a Christmas bundle.
For a moment the mother seemed to be
oblivious of the presence of Mrs. Wingert
(MCC worker in Austria) in the room as
she looked up and thanked God that there
was a fellow-being who had a kindly
thought toward her; the daughter fondled
the New Testament and said, "I like this
best; now I can read the Bible!"

*

*

*

*

*

*

A mother of a Mennonite family in lower
Austria, who has been in the hospital for
repeated operations, writes: "My family
visited me here in the hospital. There was
a very small tree on my bedside table, and
we sang a few Christmas songs. At home
the Christkind put various gifts on the
plate, but the greatest joy was prepared by
the Christkind in Vienna. Great was the
children's joy (for the Christmas bundles).
In spirit we parents warmly press your
hand; may God reward you for it."
• To "Dick" in the States: "Greetings
from all of us in Vienna. We were very
happy for the beautiful Christmas program
and the wonderful things which our Lilly
received. Everything fits perfectly. Certainly your dear mother must have given
you some good suggestions. You have helped a really poor child, for Lilly is an
adopted child who has lived since her birth
in our family and is now eight years old.
Lilly's mother wanted to give her away, so
we took the baby even though we have a
boy of our own (now 13 years old). Lilly's
parents do not care for her any more. We
are a working family and have only the
bare necessities of life, but Lilly has become as one of our family. Heartiest greetings to you and your parents."
*
*
#
A letter from the office of the Evangelische Fluechtlingsfuersorge and Seelsorge,
one of the organizations to whom we gave
bundles, states: "We have a sincere desire
to thank you many times for the valuable
Christmas bundles which you allowed us to
have. You should have been present to see
the joy of the parents. Especially great,
however, was the joy in Salzerbad where
we have those children whose parents for
various reasons are unable to support them.
The housemother of this children's home
was very jubilant. The packets contained
so many useful things which the children
needed badly. The joy of the children was
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especially great. The finest thanks for
these gifts would be for you to have seen
how happy the children were when they
received the bundles."
The father of several children told us
that they wanted to keep the bundles intact
until Christmas day, but that they indulged
in the thrill of repeatedly opening their
bundle and then pinning it shut again.

*

*

*

It would be worth a dollar to witness
again the big eyes and radiant face of the
four-year-old boy when he saw a harmonica
in his Christmas bundle; he had been begging his couldn't-spare-the-money refugee
father for one.
*
#
#
Personal thanks from MCC Vienna to
Akron and to each donor in America who
has afforded us the opportunity and joy of
handing over your gifts. We pass on the
many thanks we have received, for they
rightly belong to you.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wingert
(MCC workers in Austria)
=!:
*
*
Dear Unknown Friend,
A few days ago we received your CARE
package and thank you very much for it.
You cannot imagine how happy all of us
were, since we really need it.
We have four children, ages 8 to 16. We
are a Christian family who like only things
that are legal. My wife and I are happily
married for 16 years now, and we could
say that our matrimony is like one in a
fairy land if only there would not be hunger and misery. My wife has to take care
of the children since they live in the country and I have to work hard as a laborer
in Vienna. My oldest son is an apprentice
and his boss is very fond of him.
I myself have trouble with my lungs. I
do not earn much money and yet must buy
food and other important things for six
persons who live in three different places.
Nobody can imagine how hungry we often
are.
During the last war, I had been forced
to join the Nazi party, since my profession
was that of a state post secretary. In 1945,
because of that, I was dismissed without
pension, and now nobody seems to care that
my dear wife and children have little to
eat. Only the faith in our Lord has kept
us from committing suicide. Believe me,
dear unknown friend, my wife has often
asked me to make an end of this miserable
life.
Christmas is here again
.
I have to go and beg for things for my
family since they are hungry and need
coal and clothing. And the children? For
how many years will they still have Christmas without any joy? They see that others
get nice gifts and look happy; why not
they? Are the prayers of my children not
as good as those of others? And they are
really good-hearted children.
Now after learning about my story, I
guess you can imagine how extremely happy
we were when your package arrived. May
our dear Lord bless you; we can only thank
you and pray for you.
Yours very thankfully,
(s) W. H.
(W. H's name was sent in, along with
other names, to the local CARE organization in Vienna by the MCC unit. The
above letter was received soon thereafter,
requesting that we forward to the donor in
America.)

News Notes
Discussion on Civil Defense
A conference on Civil Defense and conscientious objectors was held on Feb. 5 and 6
nearl Philadelphia, Pa., attended by a number of peace group and Historic Peace
Church representatives. Information was
shared on civilian defense programs in preparation in various local areas. The discussion seemed to lead to the conclusion
that there are certain features of preparation for community disaster with which
conscientious objectors could and should
comply; but that other features of many
civil defense programs tend to stimulate the
war spirit, and therefore could not be supported by those opposed to war. A brief
summary of this discussion is available
from the Peace Section, MCC, Akron, Pa.,
for those who desire to study this subject
in relation to local situations.
Many Attend Hospital Dedication
Dedication of Kings View Homes, the
MCC Mental Hospital near Reedley, Calif.,
took place on February 11. About 1000
persons attended the service at the Reedley
M. B. Church, and about 3000 the second
portion of the service held on the hospital
grounds on Feb. 23. The service of the
hospital will be directed primarily to care
and rehabilitation of senile and chronic
mentally ill patients. It is envisioned that
at some later time the hospital may be enr
larged to serve as many as 100 patients.
The MCC constituent churches, particularly the congregations on the West Coast,
have 'made possible the construction of the
present hospital building through special
contributions for this purpose. An advisory
Committee representing the various church
groups, has given guidance in the program
of constructing the building and preparing
to admit and serve patients.
On the day prior to the hospital dedication, a Mental Health Institute was held,
fori the purpose of promoting a better understanding of mental health and its relation to everyday living. About 300 were
in attendance to hear D. D Eitzen of the
University of Southern California, speak
on "Mental Health—A Definition"; H. A.
Fast on the MCC Health Program; and a
panel discussion on the Application of
Mental Health, led by Jackson D. Dillon,
psychiatrist for Kings View Homes.
Formosa Relief Unit Continues
During the month of December the MCC
Medical Mobile Clinic spent two weeks a-

8

mong five villages in the mountains of
Formosa, giving medical service to people
in these remote and isolated areas. The
people live very primitively, lacking proper
food and sanitation, with the result that
diseases of scabies, malaria, ulcere, infected
eyes, etc. are very prevalent. Accompanying the Clinic are missionaries who minister
to the spiritual needs of the people, and act
as interpreters, while the members of the
medical team give treatment for physical
ailments.
Mrs. James Dickson, one of the Protestant missionaries who has been serving thus
with the relief unit, is at this time in the
United States, contacting persons and
organizations who may be willing to make
contributions for medical supplies for this
work in Formosa. Until recently, medical
supplies were provided through government
relief channels.
Appeal is Important
It has been announced that local boards
are reopening all IV-E classifications to
determine whether the registrants are
eligible for any deferment other than Class
IV-E. Men may now accept occupational
or dependency deferments without jeopardy
to conscientious objector position. However
in this connection it seems that some local
boards have been placing men in Class
I-A-O. Men should, therefore, be particularly careful at this time to note any
change in their classification. Those who
are conscientiously opposed to all forms of
military service should note that Class I-AO signifies noncombatant military service.
If a registrant is placed in Class I-A-0 and
does not wish to accept classification as a
noncombatant soldier, he should appeal
either for occupational or dependency defermen if he feels he is. eligible for this, or
Class IV-E. Fa'lure to appeal promptly,
that is within ten days, may result in
extreme difficulty in securing consideration.
No Draft in Canada
A recent report indicates that at the present time conscription for military service
is not planned in Canada. In a statement
by Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent to the
House of Commons, he said, "So far there
has been nothing brought to my attention
that would indicate the institution of
national selective service at this time would
be beneficial. "
Timely Peace Literature
One item of peace literature that has
taken on new significance for young people
and olden ones also is Service For Peace by
Gingerich. The CPS program during World
War II is not mere history of a past experience of the church. It is rather a living,
creative witness, with which the young people of this present day should be familiar.
Even; in this very day there is challenge for
young men to be prepared to give Witness
for peace in the face of military conscription and war. Order Service For Peace
(price $3.00) from MCC, Akron, Pa., or
your local books stone.
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